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Abstract: The huge explosion of information over World Wide Web forces us to use information security methods to keep it away from
intruders. One of these security methods is information hiding method. Advantage of this method over other security methods is hiding
existence of data using carrier to hold this data embedding inside it. Image-based information hiding represents one of widely used
hiding methods due to the image capability of holding large amount of data as well as its resistance to detectable distortion. In last
decades, statistical methods (types of stego-analysis methods) are used to detect existing of hidden data. Therefore, areas that have color
variation (edges area) are used to hide data instead of smooth areas. In this paper, Corners points are proposed to hide data instead of
edges, this to avoid statistical attacks that are used to expose hidden message. Additionally, this paper proposes clearing least significant
bit (CLSB) method to retrieve data from stego-image without sending pixels' map; this will increase security of the proposed cornerbased hiding method. Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust against statistical attacks compared with edge- and
sequential-based hiding methods. SVM classifier also confirms the outperformance of the proposed method over the previous methods
by using Corel-1000 image dataset.
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technique to hide secret data in the Corner Pixels of cover
image. Corner pixels have high variation in their colors.
Thus, the proposed IH technique can overcomes stegoanalysis methods that can detect any statistical variation of
colors in sequential- and edge-based methods. Additionally,
hiding pixel map that must send from sender to receiver will
be ignored in this proposal IH technique by using clearing
LSB. This will increase effectiveness and security of the
proposed method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Generally image information hiding system (also called
Image Steganography and Image Watermarking) consists of
cover-image (carrier) and hidden message to produce stegoimage. An overview of image information hiding system is
depicted in Figure 1, where embedding procedure is used to
hide message in cover image to generate stego image.
Whereas, extracting procedure is utilized to extract hidden
message from stego-image [1].
Secure messages transmission over the Internet is one of
the most urgent operations in recent days. It should make
sure that no one can detect the secret message through
communication process between the sender and the receiver.
To achieve such secrecy, the message must hide in cover
media in a way that avoid any metrics that measures
possibility hiding message in this cover. Embedding process
forces distortion in the cover media. The distortion of cover
has two forms visually and/or statistically. This may lead to
increase of possibility of detecting the hidden message by
attacker. Therefore, the objective of any information hiding
technique is to preserve the visual and statistic distortion of
the cover media as minimum as possible [2, 3].
Images are considered as an ideal media for information
hiding techniques due to its visual flexibility and its suitable
size to be sent over the web. Security of information hiding
techniques based on the places of embedding. Noisy area
(pixels) (area of high-variation colors) is good choice for
embedding because they are hard to identify compared with
smooth area. Edges pixels are considered as noisy pixels
because their color values are different than their
neighboring pixels. Consequently, edges are best choice to
hide secret message than any other image's areas. Where in
smooth areas, any small changes will be noticed by attacker
[4, 5]. This research proposes an Information Hiding (IH)

Figure 1: Overview of Image-based Information Hiding
System
To evaluate image information hiding system, several
factors are used [6-8]. Firstly, Capacity; how much data can
embed in cover image. Secondly, Distortion; how much
visual quality is degraded after data embedding in cover
image. Thirdly, Computation Complexity; how much the
computational cost of embedding and extracting procedures.
The proposed method outperformed the state of art methods
in second and third factors but failed in first factor (capacity)
because any image normally has few corner pixels to be used
in hiding process.
An organization of this paper is listed as follows. Section II
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discusses some information hiding techniques (watermarking
and steganography techniques). In Section III, proposed
corner-based information hiding is detailed. Section IV
shows and discusses the results of experiments. Finally,
Section V presents the paper conclusion.
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message in these areas, the possibility of detecting hidden
message is very weak. Therefore, a technique is proposed to
hide message in corners-based areas. A comparison is made
to compare between corner- and edge-based method in terms
of visual distortion measure (PSNR) and stego-analysis
detection (statistical distortion) measure (WSA and SPA
analysis). This is to find the best method in terms of the
inability of detecting hidden message.

2. RELATED WORKS
There are several IH methods to embed a message
securely in a carrier media and also there are other methods
to detect the presence of secret message in this carrier. Any
IH technique contains embedding and extracting processes.
Image-based IH techniques are categorized into two types:
spatial domain and frequency (transform) domain [4].
The normal IH technique depends on the least significant
bit (LSB) of carrier pixels. In spatial domain type, LSB
replacement technique is used. In LSB replacement method
[2, 3], LSB of pixel in the cover is replaced by bit from
secret message. As result of replacing LSB in the cover, an
increasing the pixel value by 1 or decreasing the pixel value
by 1 or unchanging the pixel value in the cover image.
In frequency domain, the LSB-based hiding is achieved by
modifying the LSB of non-zero coefficients of certain
transform in a cover image. There are different ways to hide
data in transform domain as mentioned in [1, 9].
In stego-analysis techniques, the distortion (that is caused by
the process of data embedding) is tracked to identify the
existence of the hidden message in an image. These
techniques are categorized into visual and statistical attacks
[8, 9]. Visual attacks are used to detect distortion that is
visible to human visual system. Statistical attacks are used to
detect any irregularity of data statistics that is caused by
steganography. Statistical detectors such as histogram attack
[10], sample pair analysis (SPA) [11], RS method [12] and
Weighted Stego Analysis (WSA)[13] can reliably detect
presence of stego-data and even estimate message length.
Some researches such as [3, 4, 6] use edges to hide
information in image to avoid such statistical detectors.

(A)

Original Image

(B) Sobel Edge Detector

(C) Susan Corner Detector
Figure 2: Edge and Corner Detection for Camera-Man
image
Information hiding process in the proposed corner- based
information hiding method (also it can be applied on edgebased method) consists of two phases: Embedding phase and
Extracting phase.
Embedding phase includes the following steps, (it can be
described as the following algorithm):

3. THE PROPOSED CORNERS-BASED
IMAGE
INFORMATION
HIDING
METHOD

EMBEDDING MESSAGE IN IMAGE ALGORITHM
Input: Cover Image, Secret message, Filter
(Filter represents Type of Edge/Corner detection filter)
Output: Stego-Image
Step 1: { Clearing LSB of Cover Image}
CleanedCoverImage ← Clearing (CoverImage)
Step 2: { Apply Edge/Corner detection filter on Cleaned
Cover Image to produce Filtered Image that its points
represent Hiding map }
Hiding Map ← DoFilter (CleanedCoverImage, Filter)
Step 3: { prepare secret message for hiding }
BinaryMsg ← Convert2Binary(Secret message)
Step 4: {Embed Binary message in Cover Image depending
on Hiding map }
Stego-Image ← Embed (CoverImage, BinaryMsg, Hiding
Map)
Step 5: Return

Generally, data hiding techniques use edges and non-edges
(smooth) area of cover image to save secret information.
Although, these techniques have less human visual distortion
(that measure by Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) and it
depends on secret message size), but it has much statistical
distortion. Statistical distortion can be measured by statistical
analysis method to stego image only (such as WSA and
SPA). Therefore, to reduce statistical distortion, edge pixels
are used for information hiding. But in some case edgesbased hiding can be detected by stego-analysis methods
(SPA and WSA). In order to increase security of hidden
message and make it undetectable by stego-analysis
methods, Corners pixels instead edges pixels are used.
Information hiding in edges or corner pixels is very hard to
detect, where the edge or corner pixels are measured as noisy
pixels during embedding process. Figure 2, shows the edges
and corner of an example "camera-man" image. These pixels
have different colors from their neighbor pixels, that’s mean
that area has high color variations. In case of hiding secret

In embedding process, it will depend on edge/corner map to
hide secret message in cover image. This edge/corner map
can be extracted by applying edge filter (such as Sobel,
Prewitt, Canny or any other filter) or corner filter (such as
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Harris, Förstner, Susan corner detector or any other
detectors). The points that resulted from these edge/corner
detection are represented as hiding map (the hiding positions
in cover image).
Extracting phase can be summarized in following algorithm:

Next i
Step 6: {return resulted Image}
Return (CleanedImg)

EXTRACTING MESSAGE FROM IMAGE
ALGORITHM
Input: Stego-Image, Filter
(Filter represents Type of Edge/Corner detection filter)
Output: Secret message
Step 1: { Clearing LSB of Stego Image}
CleanedStegoImage ← Clearing (StegoImage)
Step 2: { Apply Edge/Corner detection filter on Cleaned
Stego Image to produce Filtered Image that its points
represent Hiding map }

4.1 Experimental Settings
In case of data, Corel dataset that contains 1000 color images
of different sizes are used for testing in the experiments.
Hidden messages are also chosen of different sizes to show
the effect of size on performance, as shown in Table 1.
Replacing least significant bit (LSB) method is used in this
paper as hiding method where three color channels will be
participated in the process. Additionally, WSA and SPA
stego-analysis methods are used to measure statistical
distortion to test reliability of proposed corner-based hiding
method. As visual distortion, Peak-signal-to-noise-ratio
(PSNR) metric is used to measure this distortion. As Edge
detector, the Sobel edge detector is used whereas Susan
Corner detector is used as Corner detector.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hiding Map ← DoFilter (CleanedStegoImage, Filter)
Step 3: Extract Binary message from Stego-Img depending
on hiding map
BinaryMsg←Extract (Stego-Img, Filter)
Step 4: Convert Binary message to Character secret message
Secret message ← Binary2Char(BinaryMsg)
Step 5: Return
In extracting phase, also the edge/corner filter on stegoimage is applied to find hiding locations (hiding map) to
extract secret message from stego-image. There is one big
problem, that is hiding map in embedding phase is different
from that in extracting phase. This is because, when
embedding bits of secret message in cover image (depending
on hiding map) to produce stego-image. Stego-image will be
different from cover image; thus hiding map also will be
different. Consequently, secret message cannot be extracted.

Table 1: Different messages' sizes which are used in this
work.
Message Name
Length
Msg512
512 Bytes
Msg1K
1-Kilo Bytes
Msg2K
2-Kilo Bytes
Msg4K
4-Kilo Bytes
4.2 Results of Statistical Experiments
The result of Table 2, shows the visual distortion is
unnoticeable because PSNR is larger than 30 in all cases.
That is mean, there is no noticeable distortion can be detect
by human visual system where large PSNR value is better
than small value. Additionally, PSNR in the proposed
corner-based hiding method is better than edge-based
method because the hiding process is spread along the image
rather than it focused on small region. Also, PSNR in edgebased method is better than that in sequential hiding for the
same reason. Also, corner-based method is not allowed with
hiding of large message because of limitation of number of
corner points. That mean, it does not allow high distortion.

To overcome this problem, cleaning LSB of cover and stego
images before finding hiding map is performed. This will
remove the dependence on LSB in producing hiding map.
Therefore, the hiding map that extracted from cover image
will be equal to this that extracted from stego-image.
According to this feature, there is no need to send hiding
map from sender to receiver to extract message, just specify
the type of filter that is used to find hiding map. This will
increase the security of image-based information hiding
process, where hiding map will not be exposed; it will be
extracted by receiver. Cleaning LSB for image is detailed in
the following algorithm:

Table 2: Average PSNR value for all dataset images when
using Sequential, Edge and Corner-based Hiding.

CLEANING LSB FOR IMAGE ALGORITHM
Input: Img (that is the image to be cleaned)

Hidden
Message
Size

Output: Cleaned Img
Step 1: {pass to all pixel in image }
For i← 0 to Img Width-1
For j ← 0 to Img Height -1
Step 2: {read pixel value from image}
Pixel ← Img.getpixel (i, j)
Step 3: { clear LSB from this pixel}
NewPixel ← Pixel & FEh
Step 4: { put cleaned pixel on new image}
CleanedImg.putpixel( i, j, NewPixel)
Step 5: { Repeat until cleaning all pixels in image}
Next j

PSNR value of original image compared
with stego-image in-

Msg512
Msg1K

83
66

Edgebased
hiding
87
72

Msg2K

60

64

69

Msg4K

55

60

Not
applied

Sequential
hiding

Cornerbased hiding
92
78

As statistical distortion, the Sample Pair Analysis (SPA)
[11] and Weighted-Stego Analysis (WSA) method [13] are
3
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applied because they are well-known and widely used
statistical analysis methods for estimation the length of
hidden message in stego-image. Table 3 and Table 4 show
the estimated values of Analysis methods when applied on
original and stego-images of different-size hidden messages.

of edge-based methods due to the participated pixels of
corner method has high variation of colors compared with
these of edge-based methods.
4.3 Results of Machine Learning Experiments
To approve statistical results of previous section, the
machine learning method (Support Vector Machine (SVM)
of multi-class classifier) is used. Firstly, SVM can be trained
on specific percentage of dataset (Corel dataset of 1000
images), where training will done on discrimination features
(SPA and WSA values in this research) that extracted from
original and stego-image with sequential, edge-based and
corner-based hiding with different message lengths.
Secondly, classifier will be tested on the remaining
percentages of images of dataset; results are shown in Table
5.

Table 3: Average SPA value (estimated length of hidden
message) for all dataset images when using Original,
Sequential, Edge and Corner-based Hiding Images.
SPA Analysis Value of
StegoImage
using
Sequential
hiding

StegoImage
using
Edgebased
hiding

StegoImage using
Proposed
Cornerbased hiding

Msg512

0.019

0.016

0.008

Msg1K

0.025

0.019

0.012

0.027

0.022

0.013

0.031

0.024

Hidden
Message
Size

Msg2K

Origin
al Image

0.010

Msg4K
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Table 5: Accuracy of SVM multi-class classifier on Corel
Dataset of different Hiding methods with different splitting
of dataset with 5 and 10 k – fold cross validation.

Not
applied

KFold

As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, SPA and WSA analysis
methods are used to estimate length of hidden message in
stego-image. Logically, WSA and SPA values of original
image (there is no hidden message) will have smaller value
than that extracted from stego-images. This is because,
stego-images have hidden message that effect on statistical
distribution of pixel values.

Training
percentage
of dataset

70%

Testing
percentage
of dataset

30%

Original
Image

Msg512
Msg1K
Msg2K
Msg4K

0.012

Sequential

90

96
50%

85
56

WSA Analysis Value of

Hidden
Message
Size

100

68

Table 4: Average WSA value (estimated length of hidden
message) for all dataset images when using Original,
Sequential, Edge and Corner-based Hiding Images.

StegoImage
using
Edgebased
hiding

Hiding
Methods

K=5

50%

StegoImage
using
Sequential
hiding

Accura
cy

100
StegoImage
using
Proposed
Cornerbased
hiding

0.024
0.030

0.019
0.025

0.011
0.013

0.033

0.027

0.015

0.035

0.029

70%

30%

92
69

K=10
96
50%

50%

85
59

Edgebased
Proposed
Corner-based
Sequential
Edgebased
Proposed
Corner-based
Sequential
Edgebased
Proposed
Corner-based
Sequential
Edgebased
Proposed
Corner-based

In Table 5, the results of SVM multi-class classifier with
different partitioning to Corel dataset is presented. the values
5 and 10 in k-fold cross validation are used to ensure the
reliability of results. Additionally, Corel-1000 images dataset
are partitioned into either (70%,30%) or (50%,50%) for
training and testing the classifier respectively for fair
distribution of data during classification process [14, 15].
To analysis the results, the classifier detects easily the hidden
sequential message where the accuracy of detection was over
95%. In edge-based hiding, the accuracy of classifier to
detect hidden message was over 85%. This mean the security
of hiding message using edges was higher than sequential
method, thus classifier cannot be sure from detection the
hidden message. Whereas in the proposed corner-based
hiding, the accuracy of classifier of detecting hidden

Not
applied

From Tables' values, it can be notice that stego-image with
sequential hiding has larger value of WSA and SPA analysis
because sequential hiding will change statistical map of
image's pixels. Whereas, in edge- and corner-based hiding
method, the changing of pixels map is unnoticeable because
that these pixels are located within area of different colors
(high-variation colors). Therefore, the value of WSA and
SPA analysis of stego-images of edge- and corner-based
method less than sequential hiding method. When comparing
between proposed corner-based method and edge-based
method, the results show that WSA and SPA values
(estimated message length) of corner- is less than the value
4
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message was very low (50%-60%). This will ensure that the
security of hiding message is very high. From worth
mentioning, the MATLAB 2015 is used to implement
feature extraction (SPA and WSA features) and SVM
classification processes.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, corner-based information hiding method is
proposed to hide data inside image. This is to increase
security of hidden message, to avoid detect it by statistical
stego-analysis (SPA and WSA) methods. Proposed method
outperforms the state of art methods (edge- and sequentialbased hiding methods). Additionally, sender and receiver can
use edge or corner filter to find hiding map without needing
to send it, this increase security of proposed method. Metrics
to measure Visual and Statistical distortion (PSNR, SPA and
WSA) are used to show outperformance of the proposed
method. Moreover, machine learning algorithm (SVM) is
also applied on Corel-1000 image dataset to confirm
reliability of proposed method.
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